Erik Bertrand Larssen brings out the best in Norwegian top-athletes.

The hottest man in town
Peter Warren. Morten Aa Djupvik. Petter Northug. Hedda Berntsen.
Silje Nergaard. And Adam Ikdahl, plus several members of the executive management of Norway’s top consulting firms. They all go to the same man for help.
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LUCRATIVE HOUR: -

Just this one session, and I haven’t had a loss in intraday trading
for ten months, says Peter Warren who turned losses into gain after one conversation
with Erik Bertrand.

THAT LITTLE EXTRA EFFORT:

- What is really special about Erik, is he makes people
change their behavior and they don’t even experience it as a sacrifice.

pretty tough competition. Only those who
survive 3 – 4 rounds of interviews get their
own card from Ikdahl with the attractive
initials on it.
At the young age of 39, Ikdahl of
Norway has achieved what BCG-leaders
worldwide only dream of: to beat the
longtime rival McKinsey in the premium
segment of consulting services. In 2010, for
the first time in the history, BCG surpassed
McKinsey, measured in revenue from the
Norwegian market. Praised as a great feat
in the consulting world after Kapital put
the story on its front cover.
- We have worked with a few other
coaches, on an ad-hoc basis, but Erik is the
only one we have considered to stick with,
Ikdahl says.
- He has quite a unique set of competencies, and I think many of us can benefit
from it. But before deciding on whether
to make a broader use of his services, I
decided to try him myself, the BCG head
admits.
- What I like the most about Erik, is
his commercial background as a master of
science in business. He knows corporate
life. That’s why you can also discuss commercial, business related matters with him.
In addition to that, he has solid experience
from both the military and top athletics.
I would be very skeptical of using a coach
with no experience other than military or

top athletics, but his combination is quite
unique.

Elite soldier in Afghanistan

Kosovo, Macedonia, Bosnia, Afghanistan.
These are only some of the places where
Erik Bertrand has served the Norwegian
special forces after, among other things,
having graduated from the Commander
– and paratrooper school in Norway. For
this reason, he is the first to know what it
takes to pass the test, like being admitted to
paratrooper school as the only officer.
- Norwegian special troops operate on
a world-class level and have a reputation of
being among the best. They are extremely
dedicated, because the huge consequences
of their actions. Since the outcome is so
important, they do what they possibly can
in order to succeed. In business life the
consequences are not as big, and you probably don’t work as goal-oriented. So, when
I work with performance culture, I often
bring in my experiences from the military
defense, Erik Bertrand reveals.
His firm located at Tjuvholmen,
recently expanded with an additional five
employees after huge customer demand,
is simply named Bertrand. In the office at
Tjuvholmen, he goes exclusively by this
name.
He has picked up work experience

from business management after having
worked several years in Finansbanken,
where he did private banking, in addition
to NetCom and Mercuri Urval, where his
job was to recruit, pick out and develop
leaders.

The last 5 – 10 percent

- In our business it’s about making that
extra effort. Most consultants on this level
are quite similar to each other. They have
similar backgrounds and have more or
less the same degrees. In the bidding for
an important contract, it’s often the small
details that decides who wins the contract.
By using someone like Erik you come a
little more prepared, your energy level is a
little higher and you have thought things
more over.
It’s about body language, the way you
put things, and other issues that may be
perceived as minor, but in our business
it’s often the remaining 5 – 10 percent
that count. It’s about being your best and
reaching your full potential. So to sum up,
I think our collaboration has very good
prospects.
However, Ikdahl does not believe Bertrand’s way of doing things fits everybody.
- I think it’s important to say that I wouldn’t
apply this method to everyone in the firm.
It should be applied a little selectively, for

MENTAL TRAINING IMPORTANT:

- We knew the mental challenge would
be bigger in Holmenkollen. That’s why
we have used Erik Betrand Larssen to
help the team as a whole, but also to help
individual athletes, says trainer of the
national team Morten Aa Djupvik.

FOUND THE “KILLER-INSTINCT”:

- It only
took one meeting! It was completely wild!
I’ve never had something like that happen
to me before! To me, the meeting with
Erik Bertrand was a big experience, says
Hedda Berntsen, who considered giving
up her athletic career – and instead was
awarded the prize Egebergs Ærespris.

those who go with his line of thinking, who
are open for suggestions from other areas,
like the military defense.
- What is really special about Erik, is
he makes people change their behavior and
they don’t even experience it as a sacrifice.
Most people associate behavioral change
with hardship, but Erik makes it seem as
something positive. It’s not about sacrificing something to become someone else.
It’s more about putting in that little extra
effort. To be motivated by that sense of
achievement you get.
- Also, he’s a little bit crazy, the BCG
top ads. – I remember one time we were
running in Bygdøy, in April, and he suddenly got the idea that we should go and
have a swim in the ocean. The water was
probably around 37 degrees Fahrenheit,
so it’s safe to say he’s a bit of a hard-core.
But like he says: ”In order to improve, you
have to get out of the comfort zone”. It’s
about the whole person, not just about the
business. It’s about the private life, health,
eating habits, well: the entire human being.
That’s what I find to be the most exciting
thing about this. If you want to reach you
full potential, everything must be in place.
Not just the business related things. You
have to feel good all all over.

Warren turned losses into gain

Peter C. Warren is another business executive who willingly doles out superlatives
when describing his cooperation with Erik
Bertrand. For years, he has almost had a
guru’s position in the business. However
Warren, knowing Larssen superficially
from the time they both worked in the Finansbanken, had enough self-insight to realize there might be room for improvement
on the personal level. – I had helped Erik
on a couple of occasions, Warren says. –
That’s why he wanted to give me something
in return. He proposed that I should try
out a problem on him. I thought it couldn’t
hurt to try, and as I found an area in which
I had the potential to improve myself, I
accepted the offer.
Contrary to the majority of people
in finance who only invest, Peter Warren,
who is also investment director and owner
of Warren capital, has more of a twofold
workday:
- The first part consists of making
macro-economic decisions to position ourselves in currency, interest rates, stocks or
whatever. The second part is trading, much
on an intraday basis where you’re subject
to a lot more “noise”. Trading is more
intuitive, and for a large part it depends on
psychology. There is a lot of coincidence, a
lot of rumors; a big order, news, the reallocation of a huge trust fund, a new analysis

from an investment bank, etc. In short:
unknown factors that you don’t control and
that have a time-limited effect. Due to this,
the psychological, your psyche, is much
more important when you trade than when
you invest, Warren explains.
- What I had discovered was, that
in a particular market situation, I often
hesitated. Though I actually knew what to
do, I hesitated. Each time I did it, I either
sat still for a long time, or I lost money. So
as Erik provoked me to come up with a
problem, this was what I told him. We went
through all the reasons I had for hesitating
and feeling unsure. Only to put down all
the reasons was enough to think of it as not
that bad.
- So, we went on to deal concretely
with that specific problem, Warren continues. – Afterwards I had to explain how it
felt when everything was functioning well.
I explained, using words as seamless and
effortless. It’s like I’m in a state of flow, and
I explained this by making some gestures
with my hands and my head. Then he asked
me again what it’s like when things really
work out. It turned out I did the exact same
gestures once again.
After this Warren started doing exactly
the same when he hesitated. – It was fascinating to se how easy it was. We spend a
lot of time doing physical training, but very
little on training ourselves mentally, even

though this is often what may yield the biggest benefit.
- Just this one session, and I haven’t
had a loss in intraday trading for ten
months. I actually got such a good track
record my counterparty reacted to it. If I
hadn’t done the buying in the big currencies, such as euro, dollar and yen, it might
have looked suspicious. Because having
hardly any losses at all, that was a bit too
much. But maybe the most interesting
thing is: a lot of the time it only takes small
adjustments in order to make noticeable
improvements. Those who don’t seem be
able to succeed should consider this – and
find comfort and opportunities in this.
Unfortunately, it’s like medicine, it’s not
recommended to come up with your own
cure, Warren says.
Now, he’s become so interested in
Erik Bertrand’s business he has entered the
board of directors, but he has no ownership
interests in the company.

Norwegian leaders are being restricted

Somewhere between 60 to 65 percent of
those who seek the advice of Erik Bertrand
comes from the business sector. They are
mostly executives at top or intermediate
level. There are some consultants and some
more specialized professionals, such as
lawyers and realtors. People who seemingly
find themselves on top of the famous hierarchy of needs described by the American
psychologist Abraham Maslow, the one
showing what motivates people at various
stages of the pyramid.
On top, far above basic physiological
needs such as water, food, sleep and shelter,
thrones the need of self-realization. Following the continuous and growing prosperity
in the western world, an increasing number
of people seem to have this need, something that has opened up a huge market
to players such as Bertrand & co. The last
years has seen an enormous increase in the
number of coaches.
- We all have something we find hard
to do, or something that makes our pulse
rise a little. It can be uncomfortable to
stand in front of employees or to make a
phone call to clients who are not satisfied.
At the same time, it turns out that leaders
who use several styles of leadership are
more successful than those who are tied up
to fewer. This is something leaders know
about. You can read about it in books.
But actually doing something about it is
different. A big part of my job is about
helping leaders dare to take the appropriate
measures, and try out different leadership
styles. And it’s incredibly fun when they

report back to me that they have actually
succeeded, the mental trainer says.
Less uplifting is the steady flow of
leaders coming into Erik Bertrand’s office,
lamenting the fact that they are actually
prevented from practicing the leadership
they are hired to perform.
- I believe this notion of management
by consensus is weighing down on a lot of
leaders. There are many good leaders out
there who experience being restricted by
this constant demand for consensus, both
within the organization, facing the board of
directors and within the executive management. These leaders often wish to make an
improvement, despite there being some
disagreement. Well, it’s often a question of

- I came crawling in, and was
jumping out. Erik Bertand
gives me back faith.
Øystein Pettersen, Olympic gold medalist
having the guts and of fostering self-confidence. A lot of them may even know what
they ideally should be doing, but that is not
enough. Knowledge alone does not change
leaders. You have to really want it and to
believe in it. My job is to make the desired
change of behavior actually take place.
That’s what I work on through the mental
training.
- Do you think the revenues of Norwegian companies would have been bigger if
disagreement was more accepted?
- Yes, I’m convinced of that. It is my
personal opinion, but I get more and more
leaders telling me this.

Coached the World championship team

The fantastic Nordic world ski championship in Holmenkollen turned out to be a
huge upturn to the Norwegian people. The
man who should be credited with a big
part of the success of the Norwegian men’s
team is Morten Aa Djupvik – and his whole
team. Thanks to the leadership of Aa Djupvik, the men’s team could collect a total
of three gold medals, three silver medals
and two bronzes, a feat which contributed
to secure the championship a place in the
Norwegian ski history.
His job, among other things, consisted
of motivating Petter Northug and the
other athletes and helping them handling
the mental pressure of performing at your
best in front of an ecstatic crowd of tens
of thousands patriotic supporters on the

stadium and out around the course. Or to
put it in the words of Norway’s first really
big sport psychologist, Willi Railo: to make
the athletic performers Best when it counts.
- The reason we chose Erik Bertrand
Larssen is first of all because he’s a very
good coach, Aa Djupvik explains. – He has
a broad background and a strategic and
exciting approach to things. We thought
that was interesting. I find him very adaptable. He doesn’t use the same package with
everyone. He’s good at finding out what
buttons to press with the individual athlete,
but also with me as a trainer.
- What is his most important contribution to you?
- Having trust in the plan we have
agreed to follow. He has taught me to have
trust in his ideas, and he’s been an important contributor when it comes to making
me into a stronger and clearer leader.
- Is he first and foremost a critic or a
motivator?
- Both. I have presented him with
what I think are my biggest potentials for
improvement. He has been very good at
helping me make these improvements.
- Can the success of the men’s Nordic ski
team during the World championship be ascribed to the mental training Erik Bertrand
did with the athletes?
- To become the worlds best cross
country skier, 90 percent of the job consists
of physical training. In addition to that,
there are several other smaller things that
decide. One of them is to be mentally
strong. We knew the mental challenge
would be bigger in Holmenkollen. The
athletes were going to be the big heroes.
The important thing was not to be too
much influenced by that. That’s why we
have used Erik Betrand Larssen to help the
team as a whole, but also to help individual
athletes. Some have used him a lot, while
others have used him less. According to the
feedback from the athletes he’s very good at
getting the most out of their potential.

Had an a-ha-moment

- Something happened to me as an athlete
after I met him, says Martin Johnsrud
Sundby, who by the end of the season can
look back at one gold medal and two silver
medals from the Nordic ski Norwegian
Championship, plus one gold and one
bronze medal from the Nordic Ski World
championship. – Several of us have worked
with sport psychologists and their kinds
earlier without being fully convinced.
Erik Bertrand, however, with his military
background, has a slightly more extreme
edge to the mental tasks. We had an a-ha

moment because of his warlike approach.
I know the other guys felt the same way,
Johnsrud Sundby says. – It started with me
having a goal that got so important and so
attractive that everything I did, all these
small daily choices I made, got so much
easier to make. We managed to find a kind
of a force through these goals. It’s made a
decisive impact.

Found the “killer instinct”

- There have been some mental trainers
around, but they haven’t made much of
an impression on me, Hedda Berntsen
explains. – With Bertrand, it was totally
different. He was present in a whole different way. He saw through me at once,
he broke the code and asked all the right
questions. It made me,
who at that time doubted
if I was even going
to continue with my
athletic career, retrieve
my “killer-instinct”. It
only took one meeting!
It was completely wild!
I’ve never had something
like that happen to me
before! To me, it was a big
experience.
- So you’re saying
Erik Bertrand’s help has
had a decisive impact on
your performances this
winter?
- Yes, two decisive
things happened: the
training schedule I got
from Finn Aamodt, and
the conversation I had with Bertrand. That
conversation was very important to my
self-confidence, Berntsen concludes.
Just a few months after the decisive
conversation with Erik Bertrand, Hedda
Berntsen receives one of the highest distinctions of Norwegian athletics, Egebergs
Ærespris. The jury specifically stresses
the fact that she has achieved top international results in three disciplines, with
gold medal and bronze medal from the
World championship in Telemark skiing,
Olympic silver medal in freestyle/ skicross
and World championship bronze medal in
alpine/ slalom, and gives this as the reason
for awarding her the prize.

“Killer- instinct”

- I have always been extremely curious to
know why some succeed at such extreme
extent, while others don’t, Erik Bertrand
says. – Why do some win the Olympic gold
medal, while others come in fourth place,

even though both did the same amount of
training? What’s the difference between
the A-student and the C-student? Why can
someone look back at the age of 90 and say,
it’s been a fantastic journey?
- Well, he answers himself: -The secret
lies in how you use your head. The good
news is that it doesn’t matter what your
background is, who your parents are or
where you come from. It’s how you use
your head that matters.
Erik Bertrand has experienced this
himself. Due to severe pains resulting from
a car accident, he was prevented from
taking part in many of the normal, daily
activities. He was ditched by his girlfriend
and spent eleven years to complete his
grade at the Norwegian School of Econom-

ics. Somewhere along the way, he must
have retrieved his own “killer-instinct”,
because you can tell he must be talking
from his own experience.
It’s not about turning your life upside
down, Erik Bertrand maintains. – Often,
there are just very small differences between the best and the rest.
- Once I made a national team athlete
quit his habit of drinking Coca Cola. It
made him loose a good two pounds of
bodyweight. That did something to him,
both physically and mentally. He felt a little
fiercer. When his sense of achievement
increased because of it, he got even more
conscious about his eating habits. He also
got better at getting to bed earlier. This
small change had a wider impact, and he
experienced notable progress as an athlete,
Erik Bertrand explains.
- Most people know they should
exercise 3 to 4 times a week to be on top,
but that’s how far it goes. They know they

should eat healthier, and then what happens? It’s all about the small decisions in
the daily life. Imagine that everybody has
an elephant and a rider within. I call the
elephant our emotions and the rider our rational mind. The rational mind, our plans.
Imagine getting home at eight in the evening after a long day at work. You have the
choice: either you lie down on the couch
and watch TV, or you put on your running
shoes and go out to exercise. Maybe it’s
dark. Maybe it’s raining. Our emotions, the
elephant inside, says “the couch”, while the
rider tells you to go out and have a run. The
elephant is so huge and heavy, so when he’s
made up his mind, it’s going to be the sofa.
Even though the rider tugs and pulls at
him, the elephant is so heavy he’s going to
win. As a mental trainer
I can give you some ideas
about how easy it can be
to change your mindset
so that you make the
better decisions more
frequently, the coach
explains.
- You can direct your
focus one hour ahead.
Ask yourself the question:
how do I want to feel in
an hour? I can be in the
shower after a training
session, with hot water
pouring down on me
and feeling good about
myself. Or I can lie on the
couch with an empty can
of coke and an empty bag
of crisps in front of me,
feeling bad. Well, of course you’ll opt for
the shower. Both your rational mind and
your feelings tell you shower. The elephant
and the rider agree. When you’re thinking
in this way, all of the heavy, uncomfortable
decision-making suddenly becomes easier.
And when the elephant and the rider agree,
you can go through a wall. I believe you
can achieve much more, yes, more than
you yourself think possible, Erik Bertrand
concludes.
Well back on the parking lot at Tjuvholmen a yellow piece of paper from Qpark marked with the numbers 500 lights
up the front shield of my car. Contrary to
previous cases of similar pieces of paper,
this one is rapidly settled and immediately
erased from my consciousness. The rider
and the elephant agree. Who could have
thought?

